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1. Introduction. In [9], S. Mac Lane and J. H. C. Whitehead introduced
the notion of the 2-type of a connected CW-complex X. This is the triple
T(X) = (nxX, n2X, k(X)) consisting of the fundamental group of X, the irxXmodule 7r2^T and the obstruction invariant

k[X]EH3(nxX,

ir2X)

of [8]. An abstract 2-type is a triple (tt, n2, k) consisting of a group 77, a
7r-module 7r2, and an element k E H3(tt, tt2). Two 2-types T = (tt, tt2, k),
T = (tt, 7r2, k') with the same fundamental group 77 are equivalent (T = T')
if there are isomorphisms

,

J. 77—*■IT,

where f'(xa) = fix) ■f'(a) (xEtt.oE
U H\n,

,,

j : 7r2 —►7r2

n2) and /;(*) = /*(*') in

772)-> //3(77, (rt\)f) «- //3(tt, ir'2): f*.

Let A(n) be the set of equivalence classes of 2-types (tt, tt2, k) with the same
group tt; [T] is the equivalence class of 2-types containing T.
We say that connected Off-complexes X, Y have the same (topological)

2-type if and only if there exist maps f: ^3) —*■y<3), g: F(3) —*■
^3)
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that gf\xi2) «- i: ^<2> — *<3), /¿fly(2) * i: ^2) -* ^3). Theorem 1 of [9]
shows that X, Y have the same topological 2-type <=>T(X) = T(Y). We will
call /, g above 2-equivalences; g will be called the 2-inverse of /, etc.
It is also known from [9, Theorem 2] that every abstract 2-type T =
(7T,7r2,k) can be realized by a connected 3-complex X such that T = T(X).
Let FA(tt) be the subset of A(tt) consisting of those 2-types which can be
realized by a finite connected 3-complex. For any TE(F)A(tt), let (¥)X3(T)
be the set of (finite) CWComplexes of dimension <3 suchthat T(X) = T. It
follows from Theorem 1 of [9] that any 2-complexes X, Y have the same homo-

topy type <=>[T(X)] = [7X10]G A(ttxX). We say that an element T =
[(7T,772,k)] E (F)A(tt) is (finitely) 2-realizable if there is a (finite) connected 2dimensional CW-complex X such that T(X) E T. Let

(F)R(tt) = {rGA(7T)|r is (finitely) 2-realizable}.
Thus (F)R(tt) is the set of homotopy types of (finite) connected 2-complexes
with fundamental group tt.
In this paper we will study the following problem: For any TE (F)A(tt)
give necessary and sufficient conditions that T be a member of (F)R(tt).
For example, if it = Zn, the cyclic group of order ti generated by x,

then TE FR(Z„) ^

tt2 = (x - 1)Z[ZJ ® (Z\Zn\ )m and k E H3(Z„, tt2) s

Z„ is a generator. See [5,1] and [4]. If tt - Fn, the free group of rank n,

then a result of H. Bass [1] and C. T. C. Wall [15,1] shows that TE FR(Fn)
*=>772^(Z[Fn])m

and k = 0.

We will give a long list of necessary conditions that T be 2-realizable
(Theorem 2.2) and one necessary and sufficient condition, provided 7r is suitably
restricted (Theorem 3.1). In general, we are able to give sufficient conditions

only to the "stable" 2-realizabilityof a 2-type T (Theorem 4.1). Finally, in
§5, we study cAaiTi2-realizability.
The problem of 2-realizability is clearly connected to the difficulty C. T. C.
Wall experienced in deciding whether or not a CW-coraplex X dominated by a
finite 2-complex had the homotopy type of a finite 2-complex. For if X is
dominated by a finite 2-complex and the obstruction in the projective class group

K°(ttxX) vanishes, then X has the homotopy type of a finite 3-complex Y
[15,1, Theorem F]. Let Y denote the universal cover of Y, p:Y—*Y the
covering map.
Theorem 1.1. A connected 3-complex Y has the homotopy type of a

(finite) connected 2-complex <=>T(Y) E (F)R(tt, Y) and H3(Y) = 0.
Proof.

The necessity is obvious. If T(Y) is (finitely) 2-realizable, then
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there is a (finite) 2-complex Z and a 2-equivalence f.Z —* Y. By part N(h) of
Theorem 2.2 there is an isomorphism

~\hpl)
such that the following commutes:

*3CZ)„
Cod)
TT3(Z)®H3(Y)
where A is the Hurewicz homomorphism and g is a 2-inverse to /
Since H3(Y) = 0, f#: tt3(Z) —►7r3(i0 is an isomorphism =*/ is a 3equivalence =>f is a homotopy equivalence by Whitehead's theorem [16,1].
Corollary
1.2. X is dominated by a finite 2-complex, the obstruction
in K?(ttxX) is zero, and T(X) E FR(tt'xX) <=*X has the homotopy type of a

finite 2-complex.
In §5, Corollary 5.3, we extend C. T. C. Wall'sTheorem F [15,1] to the
following: Let X be a connected CW-complexdominated by a finite 2-complex
and let ttxX = Zn. Then X has the homotopy type of a finite 2-complex
*=>Wa2[X] = 0.
Here Wa2 [X] — class of the 7r-module C2(X)/B2(X) in the projective
class group K°(ttxX), where X is the universal cover of X, C(X), the cellular
chain complex of X, and B2(Jt) = im{33: C3(X) —►C2(X)}. X satisfies D2
[15,1, p. 61] =*H2(X, X^1'') 8SC2(X)IB2(X) is projective.
2. Necessary conditions that T G FR(tt). For any T E A(tt) we define

the homotopy modules of T, 77,(7), as
77,(7) = im {î7,.(*<2>) -* TTt(X)},

i = 1, 2, ■ • • ,

where X is any connected CW-complex of dimension < 3 having the 2-type
7X^0 G T. This definition makes sense because if X, Y are any CW-complexes
of dimension < 3 having 2-type T, then there exist 2-inverses

f.XT±Y:g.
An easy argument on the homotopy ladder of the pairs (X, X^2^), (Y, i^2))
shows that f#\n.(T): 77,(7)—►imfr,-^2)) —>tt^Y)} is an isomorphism.

Note. If 7 G R(77),tiAT) = ttAY) for any 2-complex Y such that
1\Y)ET.
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Lemma 2.1. For any connected 3-complex X, the following is exact:
0 -* TTt(T(X))-^-> TTtX
i

0

Lt(X)

where Li(X) = ket{o: irt(X,X12))-* ir^^^)}.
L3(X)^H3(X), where X
is the universal cover of X. Furthermore, under this isomorphism, \¡j3 = A ° p#l,
where A is the Hurewicz homomorphism and p: X —►X is the coveringprojection.
Proof. The only interesting portion is i = 3. We will show that L3(X)
^H3(X) and that \¡/3 = A ° p#x. Consider the following commutative diagram:
7T3(*<2>)-►

TT3(X)-^

\- A

TT3(X,*<2>) -2~*

*>&*>)

—*

^3(^2))

—>tf3(*)

I

I

»3<*> -^

I*

»a&

-**♦*,&

TT2(X)

p#r

P#

*a\P#
~

7T2(*<2>)-»

9'

^2))

-^

*2&2))

^2))

-^//2(^2))

Is
—*

»a&

—>#2$)

!*

0

C3(X)
i/^2),^1*)

ca(3f)
In the top ladder all vertical arrows are isomorphisms; in the bottom ladder
A",h are isomorphisms by the Hurewicz theorem.

H3(X) = ker{3: C3(X)-*• C2(l)}
= ker{3": //3(T, *<2>) —//2(*<2))}

as ker{3: 7r3(AT,
*<2)) -»• tt2(*<2))}

via A"o t7#!

- ¿3(*)-

It follows from the commutativity of the diagram that \fr3= h ° p#x, if we

identify L3(X) with H3(X). D
We denote the projective class group of the integral group ring Z[7r] by
K°(tt); [P] means the class in K°(tt) represented by the finitely generated projective 7T-moduleP. A finitely generated projective 7r-module P is stably free

if and only if [P] = 0 in K°(tt).
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Theorem 2.2. Let tt be any finitely presentable group and (tt, tt2, k) E
7 G FR(77> Then the following are true.
N(a): 772 is a submodule of a free finitely generated TT-module(hence tt2
is a free abelian group). If Z[tt] is Noetherian, then tt2 is a finitely generated
TT-module.

N(b): // 77 is a finite group of order \tt\, Z-rank tt2 = -1 (modulo \tt\)
and k is a generator of the finite cyclic group H3(tt, tt2) = Zw
N(c): // 77 is a group which has some element of finite order, then tt2
cannot be a projective TT-module.
N(d): // [(tt, 0, 0)] G FR(tt), then [tt2] = 0 in K°(tt). Furthermore,
H3(tt, tt2) = 0 => there is only a single 2-type for each pair (tt, tt2).
N(e): // (tt, 7r'2,k') G 71 G FR(tt) is any other finitely 2-realizable 2type, then tt2®F = tt'2® F' for certain free finitely generated n-modules

F,F'.
N(f): For any XEFX3(T), the Wallinvariant Wa2[X] = [C2(X)/B2(X)]
= 0 G K°(tt).
N(g): For any XEFX3(T), [H3(X)] = 0.
N(h): For any XEFX3(T),
*3(T)®H3(X)-^+tt3(X)
where i is the inclusion, s: H3(X) —*■
tt3(X) is any TT-modulehomomorphism
such that \}i3o s = 1. Furthermore, if Y is any 2-complex in FX3(7) and
f: A"== F":g are 2-inverses, then the following diagram commutes:
»3(*)v-*-

C?)

*3W
Vip#i;

3(Y) 0 H3(X)
N(i): //77 is any infinite group such that Z[n] is weakly injective as a
TT-module,then H3(tt, tt2) = Z and k is a generator provided tt2 ¥=0. In this
case each pair (tt, tt2) determines a single equivalence class in A(tt).

Note 1. In N(i), no such group can have finite cohomological dimension.

(See [18].)
Note 2. For completeness, let me add two more necessary conditions that
a 2-realizable two-type must satisfy. Their proofs will appear elsewhere.
Definition. A 7r-module M has the cancellation property (CP) <=*
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any isomorphism M © (Z7r)''s M' © (Ziry (i > j) implies that M' =• M © (Zn)'"'.
N(j) (R. Swan): 7r2©Z7r has CP. (See [19].)
N(k)([18]): 772 satisfies H¡(tt; tt2) ^ Hi+3(tt) (i>0). If tt is finite,
then #í+3(7r;7r2) = //'(7r) (i > 0).

Proof. For the duration of this proof let y be a finite 2-complex in
FX3(7).
(a) tt2(Y) is a submodule of C2(Y), the second cellular chain module of
the universal cover Y, which is a free 77-modulewith rank the number of 2-cells
in Y.
It is known that Z[7r] is Noetherian if 7r is a finite extension of a polycyclic group [6]. This is true if 77 is finite or finitely generated abelian. An
example of a finite 2-complex K with ti2(K) a nonfinitely generated Z[tt]module is given by J. Stallings in [13].
(b) If 77 is finite, then

X(Y)= M • x(10 =>Z-rank tt2 + 1 - |7r|(rankH2(Y) + 1)
=>Z-rank tt2 = |7r|(rankH2(Y) + 1) - 1.
That A: is a generator in H3(tt, tt2) = Z|W| follows from the same argument as
W. Cockcroft and R. Swan in [4] and uses the fact that for 7r finite, Z[tt] is

weakly injective [3, p. 199].
(c) If 7i2 were projective, then the chain complex 0 —►7r2 —-*•
C2(Y) —►

CX(Y)—►C0(Y) —►Z —►0 gives a projective resolution of the trivial 77-module
Z of length 3, which is impossible according to a classical theorem of P. A.
Smith [12, p. 287], provided 77 has an element of finite order.
(d) Let Z G FX3([(77,0, 0)] ) be a 2-complex. Then by a theorem of
J. H. C. Whitehead [17] there exist integers m, n such that

Z V (vmS2H

Y V (V"S2) •* n2(Z v (Vm52)) = (Z[7r])m
= TT2(Y)© (Z[77])" - TT2(Y)

is stably free. Furthermore, C(Z) is a projective resolution of Z of length
2=>//3(77, 772) = 0.

(e) follows from the above theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead.

(f) X E FX3(7). Again the theorem of J. H. C. Whiteheadimplies

(2.3)

X v (Vm53)-

Y y (V"S3)

for some integers 777,n. We attach ti 4-cells to both sides of (2.3) to kill the

V"53, obtaining

W= (x V (VmS3)) Ue\u-Uel^Y.
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Thus W satisfiesD2 of [15,1, p. 67]. The proof of Lemma 2.1 of [15,1] implies Wa2[W] = 0. But C2(W) = C2(X), B2(W) = B2(X) "• Wa2[X] = 0 as
well.

(g) C2(X)IB2(X) is stably free ■*C2(X) m B2(X) © C2(X)lB2(X)
=*B2(X) stably free

~C3(X) = B2(X)®H3(X)
*>H3(X) stably free.

(h) If X E FX3(7), then there are 2-inverses / : Y T± X : g such that

gfeH:Y-*Y,

fg\xW = U *<2)— X By (2.1)
0 -> 773(7)— tt3(X)

°P#

>H3(X) -+ 0

is exact; by (g) H3(X) is projective. Thus

0

TT3(T)®H3(X)~->TT3(X)

where s is any rr-splitting such that (h o p~l)s = I. It is not difficult to see
that the above maps /, g induce

tt3(X) = im f# © ker g#
s tt3(Y) © ker g#

=*tt3(T)®H(X).
(i) An easy computation similar to [4] gives H3(tt, tt2) = Z and k a
generator, provided tt is infinite and Z[7r] is weakly injective as a 7r-module.
(tt, tt2, k) = (tt, TT2,-k) via id: 77—* tt and X: 772—►7r2, where X(x) = -x

for each x E tt2.
3. Fundamental groups possessing (SF ■>F). We say that a group 7r Aas
(SF=>F) provided any finitely generated projective 77-module P suchthat
[P] = 0 G K°(tt) is free. It is known by a theorem of H. Jacobinski (see [7],
[11, Theorem 19.8] or [14, p. 178]) that if 77 is a finite group which has no
quotient group isomorphic to a generalized quaternion group or any one of three
exceptional groups (the binary tetrahedral, octahedral, or icosahedral groups) then
77 has (SF "» F). Thus any finite group which is abelian, simple, or of odd order

has (SF*>F). Also if tt is free of finite rank, then tt has (SF^F)

[1].

Theorem 3.1. Let n have (SF=>F). 7GFR(7r)<=» for any XE
FX3(7), X has the homotopy type of a finite 2-complex wedged with a finite
number of 3-spheres.
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Proof. If X G FX3(7) =»íaFv
(\JkS3), where F is a finite 2complex, then clearly 7 G FR(7r). If 7 G FR(77), then there exists a finite 2complex Y E FX3(7). Then there are 2-inverses / : Y í^ X : g inducing a 2equivalence. By parts (g) and (h) of Theorem 2.2

TT3(X)-f^TT3(Y)®H3(X)
and [H3(X)] = 0 =>H3(X) is a free ir-module of finite rank k on generators
{ax, • • • , afc}. Then y V (\/kSf) —►X is a homotopy equivalence, where

/Iy = / and the homotopy class of /1 3 : Sf —►X is a¡ E tt3(X). D
Two corollaries follow easily from 3.1.

Corollary
3.2 (Cancellation).
Let X, Y be finite 3-complexessuch
that X v"(\/nSf) » Y V ( Vm5,3) wAere m > «. assume rAaf tt,* Aas

(SF =*F) and that T(X)E FR(ttxX). Then X • Y V(Wm~"Sf). D
Let HFX3(7) be the set of homotopy classes of connected, finite 3-complexes with 2-types in 7 and [*] be the homotopy class of *.

Corollary
3.3 (Homotopy classification).
Let 7 G FR(77) and tt
have (SF =>F). If W is any finite 2-complexhaving 2-type T, then

HFX3(7)= {[IVV (V"S3)] I ti = 0, 1, 2, • • •}. D
These same theorems are true for (77+ l)-dimensional finite connected
CW-complexes whose 77-types 7(ti) are «-realizable (ti = 1, 2, 3, •••)> provided 77J has (SF =>F). The case 77= 1 is due to H. Bass and C. T. C. Wall

[15,1, Theorem 3.3].
4. Stably 2-realizable 2-types. We say that a 2-type
7=[(77,772,

fc)]GFA(7T)

is stably 2-realizable if there is a free 7r-module F" of rank 77 such that the
2-type 7 © F" = [(7r,tt2 © F", k)] is finitely 2-realizable. Here k is the image of k under the homomorphism
H3(tt, tt2) -2* #3(7T, tt2 © F") = H3(TT, TTj) © //3(tt, F")

induced by the inclusion 7r2—* tt2 © F".
Note. If Z[tt] is a weakly injective, then i0 is an isomorphism.

Theorem 4.1. 7GFA(7r) is stably 2-realizable *=»•for any XEFX3(T)
the Wallinvariant Wa2[X] = 0 in K°(tt).
Proof.

Suppose there is an integer « and a finite 2-complex Y such
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that T(Y) ET®Fn.

Let XE FX3(T); then Z = X V (\/nS2) E FX3(7©F").

By the theorem of Whitehead [17] there are integers s, t such that

Y V (V'S3) - 2 V(Vf53) = IV (Vns2) v(V's3).
We adjoin s 4-cells to both sides of the above equation to kill V^3.

This gives

Y <*(X v (V"52) V (V'53)) Ue\u---Ue*
= W. W is a finite 4-complex
satisfying D2 =>Wa2[W] = 0 [13,1, Theorem F]. But
C2(W) = C2(X)®Fn,
B2(W) = B2(X) -•>Wa2[IV]= Wa2[X] © [Fn] = 0
=»Wa2[*] = 0.

Let X E FX3(T) be such that Wa2[X] = 0. Assume that the zero skeleton A^0) of A" isa single point. Choose an integer « such that C2(X)¡B2(X)
®Fn is free. Then

1.

(rjfj^i"1'^
0 —»tt2(X) —►C2W//32(X) © F"

-*CX(X)®F"

9j =a, +o

Z[tt]

I
O»!»* ' ', ?*>

Of,, • • •, xm, r,, • • ', *„>

0

II

2

1

is an exact chain complex such that C0,Cj, and C2 are free rr-modules with
the indicated bases and the set {xx>- • • , xn} forms a set of generators for the
group 77= 77jX (see [15, II, p. 136]). The element k(X) E H3(ttxX, tt2X) is
the cohomology class of the 77-homomorphism k in the diagram as follows

where B,
B,
Ztt0 is a portion of the bar construction,
Bt
cïj, a2 are chain maps, and k = a2 ° 33.
We may assume that this set of generators {xx,
, x } is the set of
generators for some standard (preassigned) presentation P = {ax, • • •, am : rx,
' ' ' » J|} of 77. Let
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1 -+R-+

F(ax, ■■■,am)-&-+

77— 1

II
<r,,--,r,>
be the exact sequence of groups where ip(a,) = xt (f= I,- • • , m), F(ax, • • ■, am)
is the free group of rank m freely generated by {a,, ■• • , am), and R is
the smallest normal subgroup generated by {rx, • • • , r¡}. This is done by letting
Y be the 2-complex determined by the presentation P; i.e., Y = (\/mSx)
Ur e\ Ur e\ur
■ • ■Ur e2, and choosing a map f: Y —> X inducing
an isomorphism on 77= tTjY. Then we use Lemma 1.1 of [15,1] to add 2-cells
and 3-cells to Y to create a homotopy equivalence.
In order to realize (77,tt2 © Fs, k) for some s > 0, we use the homo-

morphism p described in [5, II]. Consider the expanded presentation

1—»•</•,,•• ■,r,, bx>- ■■,b„)—>F\ax, • • ■,am, bx,- ■-,/>„) ^

rr —» 1

II
R'
given by P' = {ax,--,am,bx,--,bn
surjective group homomorphism

:rx,-■ ■,rt,bx,-■

■,bn}.

There isa

p: R' -* kei dx = ker 3, ®F"
(see 4.2) which has kernel [R',R'], the commutator subgroup of /?'. See [5,
II] and [16, II]. Briefly, p is defined as follows: define the free crossed homomorphism
p:F(ax,--,am,bx,--,

by

bn) — Cx(xx, ■■■, xm, zx, ■■■, z„)

_

(a) p(at) = x¡ (i - 1, • •, m), p(b¡) = zf (] = 1, • • •, »),
(b) p(arx) = -xJxXi, p(bj_x) = -zj.
(c) If Wx, W2EF, then p(WxW2)= p(Wx) + <p(Wx)-p(W2).

We define p = p\R'. By (c), p is a homomorphism. For each 32>>,.
G ker 3j,
we choose r¡ G R' such that p(r¡) = d2y¡ (i = 1, • • ■, k).
Express each p(r¡) (i = 1, • • • , /) as a 7r-linearcombination of {p(r-)|
/ = 1, • • • , k} ({o2y¡\ i = 1, • • • , k} generates ker 3j)

Pfrí)- ¿Z aijP(ñ)

(«ijGZW>i=h--,k).

7=1

Using the definition of p, it is easy to see that one can choose words W¿({rf})
(1 = 1, ■• • , /) in conjugates of the {r;-} so that

pTOÔ»)= Z %P(r~j)
=m
i

(i=h-,t).
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Therefore, there exists n¡ E ker p (i = 1, • • • , t) such that

WiK-t
= ri

(/ = i. • • •. 0-

Thus Q = {ax, ■■■, am, bx, ■■ ■, bn : rx, • ■■, rk, k,, • ■• , k,} is a presentation of 77 and the 2-complex Xq modeled on the presentation Q has 2-type
(77, 772®F',

k).

We note from the proof that if /„ = min{# of relators in P\P is a finite
presentation of 77} then T®Fn = [(77,7r2©f'\
k)] is finitely 2-realizable
<=* for each X E FX3(7), Wa2[X] = 0. This remark gives rise to a rather amusing corollary.

Corollary

4.2. Let F" be the free group of rank n. F" has (SF=*

F) <=> the tree HT(F") of homotopy types of connected, finite 2-complexes
with fundamental group F" is a single stalk generated by V"= XS}.
Proof. (=») This is the standard proof given in [15,1].
(<=) Suppose M is a stably free, finitely generated F"-module. There
exists an integer k > 0 such that M ® (Z[F"])k is free. Thus the two-type
(Fn, M, 0) is stably 2-realizable ■* (since / „ = 0) (Fn, M) is 2-realizable
=>M is free. D

5. Chain 2-realizable 2-types. We say that T = [(tt,tt2, k)] is finitely
chain 2-realizable <==>there is an exact chain complex of 77-modules

C:0

C -^
||

0

Z[77]

where Cx, C2 are free finitely generated rr-modules, e is the augmentation,
and Cx has a basis {xx, ■■• , xn} such that oxxx = g¡ - 1, where g¡ E tt
(1*= 1, • • • , ti), k is the cohomology class of the 77-modulehomomorphism k'
in the diagram

Z[77]

0
where the top rung is part of the bar construction, ax, a2 ate chain maps, and

k' = a2 » 33. Let FCR(t7)= {7G FA(7r)|7 is finitely chain 2-realizable}.
Always FR(tt) C FCR(7t). FR(t7) = FCR(t7) would imply the truth of a conjecture of C. T. C. Wall for the group 77 [15, II, p. 131].
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Theorem 5.1. Let Zn be the finite cyclic group of order it Let xE
Zn be a generator. The following are equivalent:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

7GFR(Z„),
for every X E FX3(7), X - (2-complex) V ( Vfc53),
7GFCR(Z„),
tt2=(xl)Z[Z„] ® (Z[Zn])m and k is a generator of H3(Zn, tt2)

(e) for each X E FX3(7), Wa2[X] = 0.
Proof, (a) <=>(b) is (3.1) for 77= Zn. (a) <=>(d) is given in [4] and
[5,1]. (a) ■*(e) is (4.1). (e) =>(c) is clear. We show (c) =>(a). Let 7 be represented by the chain complex
i/1

- l,*"2 - 1,-••,*"'-1)

II
0 -> 772-+ C2(yx, • • •, ym) -*+ Cx(xx, ■ • •, x¡) -^

Z[Zn] -^

Z -+ 0

where x generates Z , {A,, • • • , A,} are integers such that there are integers
h

h

{ax, • • • , a,} where 2 afa = 1 (mod ti) (i.e., {x 1, • • • , x l} generate Z„).
We claim that there is a basis {x'x, • • • , x'¡} for Cx such that the matrix for
3j with respect to the new basis is

(5.2)

(Jc-1,0^--;

,0)

7-1

where x is a generator (possibly distinct from x) of Z . This can be done
by extending the generators {x 1, • • • , x '} to a finite presentation for Zn :

(ax,---,ai:

{%aj[\l</</</},

{(a^«22' *• «?0Vl

' = 1, • • •. 0, (aaxx42' • • «?0").

Apply the Nielson transformations (as in [5,1] or [10, p. 140]) to this presentation to alter it to a pre-abelian form

(bx,-- • , bt: {[b¡, bj]\ 1 <«</</},

b"xWx,b2W2,-- ■, b,Wp Wl+X)

where each word W¡ (i = 1, • • • , / + 1) has total exponent zero with respect
to each b- (j = 1, • • •, I). The elementary Neilson transformations used to
transform {ax,- • • , a¡} —►{bx, • • • , b¡} as generators of the free group of
rank / give a prescription for changing the basis {xx,- • • , x¡} of Cx to a
basis {xx,- • • ,x¡} with the "right" matrix (5.2) for dx. Specifically, each
Nielson operation a¡ —►a¡aj (e = ±1, i =£/) corresponds to the elementary basis

change
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IX¡ + (Xl)Xj if e = 1,
*,-*<*<-*/>*, ife = -l,
in Cx. Note that dx(x¡ + exHix¡) = xhi+eh> - 1.
7 is now represented by a chain complex of the form

(i-1,0,

-,0)
H

0

C2(yx,- • ■, yn)-^

Cx(xx,- ■ ■, xt)-^

Z[Zn]-^

Z■

0.

The arguments of [5,1] show that we may change the basis of C2 (again denoted by {yx, • • • , yn}) so that the matrix of 32 is given by

where N = S"-,,1*'. The chain complex above with these new bases is clearly
realizable by a presentation [5, II] and hence by a 2-complex. D

Theorem 5.2. Let tt be a finitely presentable group. The following
statements are equivalent:
(a) 7=[(77,7r2,

*)] G FCR(tt),

(b) 7 is stably 2-realizable,
(c) for each X E FX3(T), Wa2[X] = 0,
(d) there is an XE FX3(7) such íAaí Wa2[X] = 0.
Proof, (b) <=>(c) is (4.1); (c) =>(d) is clear; (d) =>(a) is given by (4.2). W
will show that (a) ■»(b); i.e., 7 G FCR(7r)=>7 © F" G FR(7r) for some nonnegative integer n. We assume that
(xx-l,---,xn-l)

c2(yi> • • • - ym) —*■cx(xx,- ■■, xn) —* z[tt]

z-^+o

has 2-type 7. By [15, II, p. 136], we know that {x¡ E tt\ i = 1, • • • , «}
generate 77. Define a homomorphism <¿>from the free group F of rank 77
with generators {«,, • • • , an} to 77 by <¿>(a,.)
= x¡ (i = 1, • • • , ti). <p is
surjective since {x¡} generate 77. Denote ker y by R. Since tt is finitely
presentable there exist words {rx, • • • , rs} such that R is the smallest normal
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subgroup containing {rx, • • • , rs} (see [20, pp. 73-74] ). Then an argument
similar to that used in Theorem 4.1 shows that 7 © Fs is 2-realizable. D

Corollary
5.3. Let X be a connected CW-complexwith fundamental
group TTxX= Zn suchthat X is dominated by a finite 2<omplex. X has the
homotopy type of a finite 2-complex <=> Wa2[Z] = 0.
Proof. (=>) X has homotopy type of a finite 2-complex =* T(X) E
FR(Z„) ^S1<e> Wa2[Z<3>]= Wa2[X] = 0 since X^3) G FX3(T(X)).

(*=) X dominated by a finite 2-complex and Wa2[X] = 0 ■*X = finite
3-complex Y [15,1, TheoremF]. T(X) S T(Y) and Wa2[X] = 0 =»s-2T(Y)
is stably 2-realizable =>SAT(Y) finitely 2-realizable. Y dominated by a finite
2-complex =>H3(Y) = 0 =»11 Y * finite 2-complex. D
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